These portraits hang in the hallway on the 2nd floor of the Lambert family farm house in Forks, Sullivan County, PA.

Henry and Ellen (McCarty) Tolan are the parents of Mary (Tolan) Lambert who is wife of George W Lambert.

Henry and Ellen are buried at Saints Phillip & James Church Cemetery in Overton, Bradford County, PA.

Henry Tolan (Abt. 1813 - 1885)

Ellen Tolan (1822 - 1880)

George and Mary Lambert are buried in the Lambert family plot at St. Francis Xavier Cemetery in Overton, Bradford County, PA.

Lambert Family

George W Lambert (1855 - 1925)

Mary Tolan Lambert (1850 - 1928)

Leo F and Margaret B (Dempsey) Lambert are buried in the Lambert family plot at St. Francis Xavier Cemetery in Overton, Bradford County, PA.

Lambert Family

Leo F Lambert (1884 - 1929)

Margaret B Lambert (1885 - 1971)
Died 09 Dec 1902, Galeton, PA of brain fever, 2 days, buried Galeton, PA, father George Lambert

2 entries: Edward Lambert, single, born Jamison City

Marriage license: George W Lambert and Mary A Musser - 26 Apr 1951
Marriage license: Robert A Lambert and Catherine Gerrity - 25 Nov 1947
Marriage license: William B Crumpler and Helen H Lambert - 08 Sep 1936

These marriage license documents are from the archives at the Sullivan County Court House in LaPorte, PA prior to the start of state-wide death certificates in 1904.

These death records are from the archives at the Sullivan County Court House in LaPorte, PA prior to the start of state-wide death certificates in 1904.

Fannie Lambert, single, 19, born Forks, died at Forks June 26 1894, typhoid fever, 17 days, buried June 28 1894 at Milton, PA, father John W Lambert, mother Emma Lambert

Emma Lambert, married, 44, born Cherry, died at Forks Mar 26 1806, diabetes, 2 days

John Lambert, married, 52, born Forks, died at Forks June 24 1899, Cancer, 9 mos, buried June 26 1899 at Overton, PA

2 entries: Edward Lambert, single, born Jamison City

Died 09 Dec 1902, Galeton, PA of brain fever, 2 days, buried Galeton, PA, father George Lambert
The following set of photos up to the large photo of Thomas Ingham are all from an old Lambert family photo album. These photos probably date to the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. Only a few of the photos had the individuals identified.
The next set of 42 photos are from a large format family album.
The next set of 88 photos are from another large format family album. There are some duplicates between albums. The photos are not sorted or edited.
Front: Victor at Gettysburg on Decoration Day

Back: A hard picture

Front: Some

Back: A dumb look